Analysis of Gas Breakdown and Electrostatic Simulation Characteristics of a Spherical Inertial Electrostatic Confinement Fusion Chamber (SIEC-K)
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ABSTRACT

In this study, a spherical inertial electrostatic fusion (SIEC-K) chamber is designed, built and operated to analyze electrostatic characteristics and gas breakdown conditions. The fusion chamber consists of two spherical electrodes; where the anode is the outer chamber of the chamber made out of two aluminum hemispheres and the cathode is a combination of stainless-steel wires forming a cage like structure aligned within the center. Design considerations and processes are introduced as the execution of this technology sustains the fundamental grounds to understanding gas breakdown. The conditions for gas breakdown are that under a low pressure environment where a certain potential difference is created between two electrodes, a deep potential well will be formed within the cathode region. The gas filled in the chamber will be ionized and the nucleus of the atoms will be accelerated towards the negative potential well, creating gas breakdown. Considering that this study will not focus on nuclear fusion reactions, the main fuel source is chosen to be air and it is also very convenient to operate with. Electrostatic simulation was made to estimate the plasma region inside of the SIEC-K chamber and check if the proposed design is in accordance with the literature, which is to validate the formation of the potential well within the structure of the cathode. The pressure-voltage values within the range of hardware limitations (1-6 kV) for gas breakdown values are recorded and qualitatively compared to their corresponding values for linear Paschen’s gas breakdown voltage law. The main motivation behind this study is to uncover the basis of plasma characteristics of the SIEC-K Reactor for future studies.
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1. Introduction

Small scaled fusion device technologies promise many applications ranging from portable neutron sources to medical isotope production Fig.1 [1]. The potential of this technology has created a source of motivation for many studies which in consequence created countless approaches to building a fusion reactor. The scope of this study is limited to Inertial Electrostatic Confinement fusion reactors, best known as Farnsworth-Hirsch fusor, the design specifications of which was established in 1967 [2]. Within the scope of IEC fusion reactor technology, a unique operational design is created after electrostatic simulations and then, the gas breakdown pressure-voltage values are extracted from the reactor setup. Due to limitations in funding and the safety
considerations of the researcher, nuclear operations of the designed reactor will be the subject of future studies after necessary resources and safety precautions are allocated accordingly. System elements of an IEC fusion reactor is given in Fig.2.

Under a low-pressure environment, which indirectly controls the flow of the fuel, IEC devices generate an electrical potential difference when a negative voltage of few kilovolts is generated at the inner grid [3]. Positive ions fall within this negative voltage area, creating a potential well.

Gas breakdown threshold value depends on the nature of the potential well formed, and is directly related to the voltage value and cathode geometry [4]. Theory of potential well in the IEC fusion reactors are formulated by two fundamental principles; ion injected or electron injected structures [5]. The nature of the structure depends on the polarity of the spherical electrodes, in other terms, determined by the type of particle to be accelerated towards the center of the reactor geometry. For gas breakdown applications, the particle of interest is the nuclei of the chosen fuel, therefore, the injection polarity is set to ion injection and the polarity of the reactor electrodes are chosen accordingly.

The fundamental components of an IEC fusion reactor are the inner and outer electrodes, vacuum chamber, roughing pump, power supply and the fuel delivery system [6]. For experimental purposes, the designed system also includes an analysis system, which is fitted to measure the voltage-pressure values.

2. Material and Methods

2.1 2D Electrostatic Simulation

The generation of electrostatic potential well necessary for ion confinement depends on well structure [9]. 2D electrostatic simulation is required to estimate the region of the deep potential well, which will also project the

![Diagram of a IEC fusion reactor](image-url)
region of the reactor where the plasma is expected to be observed. For this purpose, QuickField simulation software is utilized [10]. The input parameters of for the electrostatic simulation is given in Table 1, which is elaborated in the design methodology and experimental setup section.

### Table 1: Electrostatic simulation parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Anode</th>
<th>Cathode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diameter (cm)</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential (V)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Permittivity (F/m)</td>
<td>$8.8542 \times 10^{-12}$</td>
<td>$8.8542 \times 10^{-12}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.2 Paschen’s Law

Paschen’s law is an electrostatic approach to analyze the level of ionization required within a system of two parallel electrodes, which depends on the type of gas, the distance between electrodes and the pressure within the system [8][11]. Equation (1) yields a voltage $V_b$, which is the gas breakdown voltage value. Considering that the experimental setup will have fixed values for the distance between electrodes, $V_b$ will depend on the pressure of the system, which also determines the amount of fuel.

$$V_b = \frac{Bpd}{ln(pd) + k}$$

$$k = ln \left[ A/ln(1 + \frac{1}{\gamma}) \right]$$

Furthermore, the type of gas is set to air, the parameter and resulting values of which are given in Table 2.

### Table 2: Paschen’s Law constant values for air [12]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Secondary ionization, $\gamma$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturation ionization, $A$ ($cm^{-1} Torr^{-1}$)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excitation, $B$ ($cm^{-1} Torr^{-1}$)</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.3 Design Methodology and Experimental Setup

IEC device and the experimental setup for achieving gas breakdown consists of four main systems; chamber, vacuum, power and fuel. Experiment setup is given in Fig.4 and Fig.5.

#### 2.3.1 Chamber System

IEC device has a spherical geometry, consisting of five interfaces: the fuel input, vacuum pump gauge, high voltage cathode feed through, digital manometer probe input and a viewing window. Each element is positioned to the chamber design accordingly, given in Table 3. The outer chamber is also utilized as the anode. Chamber design and production steps are given through Figs. 6-10.

#### 2.3.2 Vacuum System

A roughing pump capable of reaching $10^{-2}-10^{-3}$ millibars of pressure is used to conduct gas breakdown studies [13]. Considering the fact that the main fuel is used air within the scope of this study, there is no need to reach such pressures.
completely evacuate the air inside of the chamber as it is not considered to be a contaminant. For possible future studies involving fusion reactions, the gas inside of the reactor chamber must be strictly controlled and a vacuum system capable of reaching deep vacuum must be considered.

**Fig. 7** Aluminum blocks before being processed into two hemispheres of the chamber system

**Fig. 4** IEC Device Experimental Setup [4]

**Fig. 5** The experimental setup for gas breakdown analysis of SIEC-K.

**Fig. 6** Axial view of the reactor chamber

**Fig. 8** CNC processing of the aluminum blocks

**Fig. 9** Post-CNC manufacturing, basic spherical geometry reached

**Fig. 10** Completed chamber system with attached parts
2.3.3 Power System

The power delivery is composed of a DC power source rated at delivering a maximum of 6000 volts, connected to the cathode through a 55 kΩ resistor in series to limit the current. For this study, the state of the plasma should be glow-discharge, which is directly linked to the current given to the system, seen in Fig.11. Furthermore, a VARIAC, a HV probe and HV feed through are essential to the operation and measurement of voltage values of the system. The cathode-anode diameter ratio is chosen to be around 20%, similar to successful operations dictated in literature [4].

2.3.4 Fuel System

As aforementioned, main source of fuel is determined to be air for the scope of this study. For delivering the fuel to the reactor chamber in a controlled manner, a needle valve is attached directly to the chamber where the input is left open to be exposed to the atmosphere.

![Fig.11 Plasma phases [14]](image1)

![Fig.12 Ion displacement vectors (in black) and contour (in red) where the potential values inside the reactor depending on distance is simulated upon [13]](image2)

![Fig.13 Distance versus potential graph from simulation [13]](image3)

![Fig.14 Electrostatic simulation visualization of the reactor model [13]](image4)

![Fig.15 Gas breakdown through view port of SIEC-K](image5)
3.2 Experimental Results

A clear visual representation of gas breakdown can easily be observed from the view port of the chamber, given in Fig.15. Furthermore, the voltage value seems to drop drastically at the instance of gas breakdown, which also confirms the formation of plasma without visual aid. Several gas breakdown voltage-pressure values set by the limitations of the power supply unit are given in Fig.16 [13].

With the impediment of the used hardware, only a small range of the pressure-voltage values are observed, given in Fig.3. Within the range of 1-6 kV, the extracted gas breakdown values can be assumed to show a linear relationship, seen in Fig.17. Under this assumption, spherical compared to linear geometry appears to be more favorable as it requires a smaller amount of potential difference to reach gas breakdown under the same pressure. If a linear relation is to be extracted within the given voltage range for the experimental gas breakdown values, it will yield $V_b = 110.99p + 739.32$.

Although this expression produces somewhat reliable values within 1-6 kV potential range, for values outside, an expression cannot be established.

4. Conclusion

In this study, a spherical IEC device was designed after validating key elements such as the formation of the potential well to trap positive ions by electrostatic simulation, built bearing in mind the experimental goal of achieving gas breakdown and the breakdown results obtained from the experimental setup were qualitatively compared to Paschen’s law. Spherical electrode geometry resulted in lower voltage values when we compared to those calculated from the Paschen’s law for linear geometry at the same pressure values. A linear relation between breakdown voltage and pressure data was estimated for SIEC-K chamber between 1-6kV potential range when air was used as a fuel. One must mention that this relation cannot produce reliable results outside of the boundaries set by the limitations of the used hardware. As established by the simulation findings, the plasma was observable in the deep potential well, which is the spherical cathode region. This paper is a result of exploring the initial experimental operations regarding gas breakdown voltage-pressure values for IEC devices by utilizing the hardware at one’s disposal to its limits. In the future, insights gained from this operation can be used to expand the gas breakdown studies using better hardware to explore a wider spectrum of the breakdown voltage-pressure relation for the spherical electrode scenario.
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